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less energy to create a new world, and Lenin was their
prophet. They did a vast part of the spade work of the
Civil War. When that was over and Communism
retreated into the compromise of the NEP, several of
them even committed suicide in their disillusionment and
disappointment, and many of the others sank back into
a bourgeois mood of success and satisfaction. Their
enthusiasm was recaptured by Stalin with the all-
important part which he assigned to them in the priva-
tions, dangers, and conflicts of the Five Year Plan. It
was they who at Stalin's word, and with a ruthlessness
of which they were themselves very conscious, hurried
the peasant Russia into collective farms at such a pace
and with such artificial results that Stalin himself had to
call them off in his celebrated article, " Giddiness from
Success." The Komsomol (or Communist League of
Youth) is the corporate expression of this energy.
Chastened and spurred by constant purges, it is at bottom
a profoundly educational institution with a special
purpose.
I had asked to have a talk with one of its leaders, and
this was arranged for me with a member of the central
committee, a young man of thirty-one. At the age of
fourteen he found himself at the front in the Civil War,
and by sixteen had reached the rank of major. I naturally
discussed with him the recent restoration of the old pre-
War ranks in the army ; with the exception of that of
general, the others are now as they were before—-lieu-
tenant, captain, major, colonel; then come C.O. of
brigade, C.O. of division, army C.O. of different grades,
and, at the top, marshal. The army, he told me, now
consists sixty per cent, of peasants, and forty per cent.

